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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 
EXEX::tJTIVE SUMMARY 
The study, "Carparison of Program Indicators Across Programs Using 
the OCHS Canron Reporting Requ.irare:nts" represents the first of a series 
of studies sponsored by HSA-oPEL to make extensive use of the BCRR database 
for evaluation purposes. The scope and aCCCll1plishrnents of this study are 
sumnarized in this section and discussed in detail in the Final RepOrt. 
The Bureau of can:nuni.ty Health Services Canron Reporting Requirements 
data system (BCRR), implemented onoctaber 1, 1976, is the major source 
of managatent infOD1\3.tion for 12 BCHS programs. The system consists of 
eight tables covering utilization, staffing, costs, and revenues. PCHS 
has develOPed a series of "program indicators" to help roonitor the per­
fOJ.:lIEIlce of its programs. Values of the program indicators are calculated 
sani-annually for each grantee and are ~ with preestablished 
standards and past perfonnance, for such purposes as assisting in setting 
levels of funding and identifying- grantees in need of technical assistance. 
Exarrples of program indicators include encotmters per staff hour, ratio of 
support staff to physicians, and percent of total ambulatory care costs 
that are direct costs. 
The develq:m=nt, application, and interpretation of program indicators 
is an ongoing process. This study represents an atte!'rpt to further this 
process, using data available in the ECRR for calendar year 1977. 
SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The primary purpose of this study was to assist the Health Services 
Administration-office of Policy, Evaluation and legislation (HSA-oPEL) in. 
exploring the potential evaluative uses of the BCRR. Specific objectives 
included: 
•	 To acquire and access BCRR data and develop a plan for prelilI1inary 
data analysis • 
•	 To perfonn preliminary analyses ai.tred at identifying data gaps and 
developing procedures necessary to prepare the data for further 
analysis. 
i 
..	 To select issues or hypotheses for further study which address
 
current or potential program indicators and eatparisons across
 
prcgrams.
 
The rrajor activities tmdertaken during this study were of two types: 
data managarent and data analysis. 
DATA~ 
Data managarent and preparation of the data for analysis included the 
following tasks: 
•	 Data acquisition 
•	 Develq:ment of data managarent systan 
•	 Review and editing of data 
•	 Classification of grantees 
The :I3CRR data is entered into rrachine readable fonnat by HSA' s 
DiVision of Monitoring and Analysis, which rraintains a systan of tape 
files fran which a series of routine reports are generated. Thus, rrass 
entry of data was not re::}Uired tmder this contract. However, it was de­
teDnined that the creation of "rectangular files" would be necessary, particu­
larly if canned statistical packages were to be used. By "rectangular", 
we rrean that equivalent, fixed data fields should. be present for each uilit 
of observation (Le., grantee). In contrast, the datasets maintained by 
the Division of ~toring and Analysis contained data fran various Periods, 
sane of which represented ~s while other encarpassed semi-annual re­
porting Pericrls. 
Consequently, NIAS wrote a program to aggregate grantee data into 
fixed sani-annual pericds so tbat cbser.vations would be c:croparable. Two 
files were created, one for the period January-Jtme 1977, and one for the 
Period July-Decarber 1977. 
A data m:maganent system was designed to facilitate the ongoing statistical 
data maDipulation anticipated in the study. The systan was designed to 
rreet the follcwing data processing needs: 
ii 
~	 Organization of the Data -- Develq:ment of a clear IreaIlS of 
identifying data elanents and of storing them .in machine readable 
fomat. 
•	 Selective Retrieval - ltt?St analyses would involve only snail 
subsets of grantees based upon program affiliations or other logical 
criteria. 
•	 Ease of Access - It was desirable that nan-programrers be able 
to access the data with a simple, English-like user language.. 
•	 Listing of Data - The ability to generate sorted lists of selected 
data elanents for logical subsets of the grantees. 
•	 Central Tendency Statistics - Means, rredi.ans, ranges and. standard 
deviations ~ be the It'Ost frequent tyPe of statistics needed. 
•	 Crosstabulation and Frequency Distributions - These, too, would 
be needed frequently. 
•	 Creation of New Elarents and Manipulation of Data - The capability 
to perfonn canputations, transformations and data screening was 
deem:rl ilrpJrtant. 
•	 Error CorrectionlUp?ate Facility - Since it was presupposed (and 
later confi..nted) tbat further errors v.uu1d be discovered .in the 
data, an update-.in-place facility would prove useful. 
Other statistical needs could be met by using a "canned" statistical 
package. The Statistical Package for the Social SCiences (SPSS) was de­
termined to be the best candidate, primarily due to the fact that many of 
those who would be using the system were already familiar wi.th its use. 
Conse::ruently, NIAS m::xlified and installed a system of programs 
('IWRMAIN) for creating and mainta.in.ing BCRR databases, including all of 
the basic a::np1ting capabilities listed above. In addition, we designed, 
ceded and installed a "transparentlt interface between this systan and SPSS. 
During the course of this study, this systan has been used by HSA-oPEL 
staff and several other HSA-oPEL contractors in addition to analysts at 
NIAS. Develqment and naintenance of this systan has been a major contribution 
of this study. 
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After the database was established., an analysis of missing. data, . 
outliers, and "fringeliers" was conducte:i. First, ccmplete marginal 
statistics were generated separately for several program affiliations to 
detennine canpleteness of the data and identify discrepant data. OUt­
liers and "fringeliers" were verified. against the hard copy instrurT:ents, 
made available by the Division of r-Dnitoring and Analysis, and corrections 
were made to the file wherever possible. A final method of identifying 
incorrect or suspect data involved the use of consistency checks, which 
were hypothesized. in the fonn of Latios of hYo or rrore data elemnts. 
In the course of preparing the data . for analysis, the classification 
of grantees by prcgrarn was a significant taSk. Scm:: BCHS grantees receive 
funds fran rrore than one OCHS source, and therefore report rrore than one 
program affiliation. A nutually exclusive categorization of grantees 
was required for analysis in order to prevent red.undancy in sample 
selection. This proved to be a carplex task. due to the changing nature 
of scm= BCHS pro;rams, changes' in sponsorship for individual grantees, and 
incanplete reporting by grantees. A methodology was devel~ for 
classifying grantees using prlinarily infonnation on program affiliation 
and revenue sources. 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Upan ccmpletion of data editing and classification of grantees by 
prcxjram, several analytical studies were undertaken by NIAS in conjunction 
with HSA~PEL staff. Five studies, relating to the area.-6f<.p;'Oducti.Vi.ty, 
sources of revenue, and oost per encounter, are included in the Final 
Report. In general, these analytical studies served three purposes: 
•	 To provide a sample of the potential uses of OCRR data for description 
and evaluation of the BCHS proga:1ams. 
•	 To carp3re findings with current standards for program indicators 
established by :ocHS and/or with findings published in previous 
(Le. pre-OCRR) studies. 
•	 To provide an opportunity for program officials in BCHS to e:attrel1t 
on the types of studies and presentation fonnats 1TOst useful for 
decision making. 
iv 
~g to interest expressed by nanbers of the Bureau of Camn.mi.ty 
Health Services, a series of studies was initiated by HSA-oPEL to use the 
BCRR data to m=asure prcxiuctivity of physicians and physician extenders in 
ambulatory care sites funded under pro:JraIllS administered by OCHS. Three 
of these studies have been canpleted under this contract: 
•	 Physician and Physician Extend.er Productivity in categorically 
funded National Health service Corps (NHSC) Sites - The approach 
taken in this study was to ca:rpare the marginal prcxiuctivity of 
physician extenders (PEs) with the marginal prcxiuctivity of physicians. 
The rationale for the approach was that PEs are a substitute for 
physicians, so canpa.risons between them are in order. Marginal 
prcxiuctivity was used instead of prcx:1uctivity per se because PEs 
do not, in general, ~rk alone but aUgrt'El1t an existing Iredi.cal 
staff. 
•	 Prcxiuctivity of Nurse Practioners and Physician l\.ssistants in 
Carmunity Health centers and Rural Health Initiative Projects ­
This study concerned itself with caIq?aring prcxiuctivity of nurse 
practitioners (NPs) and physician assistants (PAs), as well as 
considering the effect~on physician prcxiuctivity• 
•	 Prcxiuctivity Standards for Family Planning Encounters - The 
question addressed in this study was the applicability of the 
OCHS prcxiuctivity standards (4200 encamters per physician per 
year and 2100 enoounters per physician extender per year) to 
family planning programs. At present, these standards are applied 
across all OCHS programs. To answer the question, physician and 
nurse practitioner m:asures of prcxiuctivity for twJ family planning 
programs, Title V and Title X, were canpared with corresponding 
values for three general ambulatory care pro:Jram5, Camumity Health 
Center, Rural Helath Initiative, and National Health service Corps. 
The physician prcx:1uctivity values for each of the three general 
Iredi.cal programs were all considerably lCMer than the physician 
prcxiuctivity values for each of the family planning pro:Jrams. The 
nurse practitioner values also exhibited consistently large differences 
in the saIIe direction, providing strong evidence that the values 
of the measure of productivity are quite different for the two types of 
programs. 
v 
A descriptive analysis of revenue sources of BCHS grantees was' conduct.e:1, 
utilizing data reported on BCRR Table 8, for the pericx1 July-Decanber 1977. 
Investigation of such issues as the extent of total grantee revenues 
supplied by BCHS, and the extent of revenues received fran various thi:rd­
party payers, is useful in providing insight into overall program operations 
and the role of particular programs. Programs included in this study 
were CHe, RHI, HURA, Migrant Health, Title X Family Planning, and 
the four Title V projects. Significant findings of this analysis included: 
•	 For all prCXJrams, BCHS revenues accounted for 51. 6 percent of 
total grantee revenues, 
•	 Medicaid provided the next greatest percentage of grantee 
revenues, with an overall average of 11 percent, but the proportion 
of revenues cbtained fran M;:dicaid varied considerably across 
programs. 
•	 Patient fees accounted for 5.9 percent of revenues for all programs. 
MJst noteworthy is the high proportion of patient fees for the 
two specifically rural prCXJrams, RHI (17 percent of revenues fran 
patient fees) and HURA (15 percent). 
•	 The Title V projects as a group present a revenue .structure
 
which is different fran the other BCHS programs.
 
The findings of this study are of a preliminary nature, but are 
useful in suggesting areas of further inquiry, such as factors affecting 
Medicaid reimbursement at various BCHS prCXJrams; differences in revenue 
structure and financial support between urban and rural prog:t:ams; and the 
need for rrore in-depth analysis of the Title V program. The findings 
of these and other similar studies Should have iInport.atlt policy irrplications 
for BCHS, since they may suggest alten1ative resource allocation strategies 
which maximize the c:bjectives of BCHS prcgrams. 
Although BCHS has suggested a cost per eneotmter indicator in its 
"User I s Guide to the OCRR," no standard or acceptable range has been· es­
tablished for this indicator. Therefore a study was conducted for the 
purpose of adding to the base of infOJ:11\3.tion and analytical experience 
requisite to the establistDrent of a reasonable standard or set of standards 
for cost per encounter. Specifically, this study considered several 
vi 
•• 
rneasw;-es of cost per enCOlIDter; canpared one measure of cost per encounter 
across programs and by geographic location; and canpared current findings 
to those of a previous sbJdy. Data analyzed were obtained fran Tables 2A 
and 6 of the BCRR, for the pericd July-December 1977. A measure of cost 
per encounter which includes costs of ancillary services as well as medical 
costs was suggested,since this corresponds rrore closely with the type of 
rredical encounter provided in a canprehensive clinic setting. Results 
concerning medical cost per rredical encounter were canpared to an earlier 
study of ambulatory care providers. It was found that the differences 
between present findings using BCRR data and the costs which would be 
estimated by inflating the findings of the earlier study to reflect 1977 
price levels are well within the range of expected variation. 
FINDINGS AND COOCLUSIONS 
Dui:'ing the course of this study, NIAS obtained an in-depth view of 
the BCRR systan and examined the data collected in a detailed manner. 
()Jr perspective throughout the study has been that of researchers con­
cerned with the ability of the systan to provide data suitable for statistical 
~yses which produce reliable results of relevance to government decision 
nakers. 
OUr findings in this study indicate that the OCRR provides a wealth 
of info:rmation, of g<Xrl quality, for evaluating ECHS programs, both within 
and across programs. Although each BCHS program has unique quailties, 
the fact that data are .collected in a unifonn ltE.I1Iler across programs 
actually facilitates ·identification of differences between programs and 
allCMS for the developrent of program or region-specific standards as needed. 
Problems of inccmplete reporting do exist. HCMever, as the studies 
presented in the Final Report indicate., .the' ~le siZes· available fOr' 
analysis are considerably larger than those available for studies 
sponsored by HSA-oPEL prior to implementation of the OCRR. 
Several limitations of the systanwere noted in our sbJdy: 
•	 A data rnanaganent systan, such as that developed under this contract, 
is needed to facilitate analysis of the OCRR data. 
vii 
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•	 Although the Division of Monitoring and Analysis perfonns general 
edits of data sul:mi.tted, detailed examination of the data and 
further editing is required for any sample selected for specific 
analyses. 
• A knowle:ige	 of the I?CHS programs, and often consultation with 
appropriate HSA staff with program experience, is require:i to 
develop Irea.Ilingful study designs and realistic interPretation of 
results. 
•	 Categorization of grantees by program is a problem, particularly 
for RHI and HURA grantees. 
•	 Certain tables, for e.xarrple Table 3, are m:>re error-prone due to 
the quantity of data rec;ruestedi and certain grantees require 
additional teclmical assistance to cc:rrplete the J3CRR fonns 
accurately. 
Sane of these limitaticns ,such as the data roanagement needs and 
classification of grantees, were addressed in this study and are dis­
cusse:i in the final report. Other problems have been addressed by 
I?CHS and have resulted in changes, such as a siltq;)lication of Table 3 and 
clarification of certain definitions in the January 1978 revision of the 
BeRR. It is reccmrende:i that tbis dynamic, responsive philosophy to iltq;)roving 
the J3CRR system, as well as the teclmical assistance provided to grantees, 
be continue:i by HSA. 
viii 
CHAPTER I
 
BACKGROUND
 
I 
THE OCHS cc:MMJN REPORI'ING RmUIREMENTS 
The Bureau of Carmunity Health services Carm:m Reporting Requirare.nts 
data systan (OCRR), iroplare.nted on october 1, 1976, is the major source 
of managarent fnfonnation for 12 BCHS PrD;3rams. The data provided through 
the BCRR is intended to serve the following purposes: 
•	 To assure cempliance with legislative mandates 
•	 To report to Congress regarding prD;3ram status 
•	 To allocate resources to the Regional Offices 
•	 To conduct pI:QC3ram evaluation, including canparisons arrong 
PrD;3rams, States, and Regions 
•	 To facilitate pI:QC3ram integration 
•	 To identify areas where grantees need technical assistance* 
The systan consists of eight tables covering utilization, staffing, 
costs, and revenues. BCHS has developed a series of "PrD;3raIn indicators" 
to help nonitor the perfonrance of its programs. Values of the program 
indicators are calculated semi-armually for each grantee and are carpared 
with preestablished standards and past Perfo:rmance, for such purposes as 
assisting in setting levels of funding and identifying grantees in need 
of technical assistance. Examples of program indicators include en­
counters Per staff hour, ratio of support staff to physicians, and Per­
cent of total amublatory care costs that are direct costs. 
*Bureau of Camnmity Health services. Instruction M3nual for the 
BCHS camon Reporting Requirements. Revised January 1978, p. I-I. 
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The develq::ment application, and interpretation of program indicators is 
an ongoing process. This study represents an attenpt to further this 
process, using data available in the OCRR for calendar year 1977. 
SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The priroary purPOse of this study was to assist the Health Services 
Administration~fficeof Policy, Evaluation and Legislation (HSA~PEL) in 
exploring the potential evaluative uses of the OCRR. Specific objectives 
included: 
•	 To acquire and access OCRR data and develop a plan for pre1imi.nary 
data analysis. 
•	 To Perfonn preliminary analyses a.im=d at identifying data gaps and 
developing procedures necessary to prepare the data for further 
analysis. 
•	 To select issues or hypotheses for further study which address 
current or potential program indicators and canparisans across 
programs. 
The rcajor activities undertaken during this study were of two types: 
data manag€!1E1t and data analysis. A data manag€!1E1t system was designed 
to facilitate the ongoing statistical data man±pulation anticipated in the 
·study. The system contains all data available in the OCRR for calendar year 
1977. The system provides ready access to OCRR data along with a wide 
range of descriptive and analytic ,statistical procedures. During the course 
of this study, it has been used by HSA~PEL staff and several other HSA­
OPEL contractors in addition to analysts at NIAS. DevelopteIlt and rcaintenance 
of this system has been a rcajor contribution of this study. 
In the course of preparing the data for analysis, the classification 
of grantees by program was a significant task. Sane PCHS grantees re­
ceive funds fran rrore than one PCHS source, and therefore report rrore than 
one program affiliation. A mutually exclusive categorization of grantees 
was required for analysis in order to prevent redundancy in sample selection. 
This proved to be a canplex task due to the changing nature of sene BCHS 
programs, changes in sponsorship for individual grantees, and incanplete 
reporting by grantees. A methodology was develoPed for classifying grantees 
using prircarily infonnation on program affiliation and revenue sources. 
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Chapter II, "Data Management and Preparation for Analysis," d±scusses 
I 
these and related tasks in detail. 
Data analysis activities canprised the second major ccmponent of this 
contract. Five studies are ret:erted in Chapter III, "Data Analysis." These 
studies relate to prcxiuctivity of physicians and physician extencers, revenue 
sources, and cost Per encounter for selected BafS pr~ams. Although the 
findings of these studies nn.1St be considered preliminary, they were pre­
ceeded by extensive data editing and descriptive analysis. The groundwork 
required to prcxiuce these first studies was considerable, and is docurrented 
in this report. However, it is directly transferable to future studies 
utilizing OCRR data and is intended to further the evaluative uses of the 
OCRR system. 
Chapter IV surrmarizes the findings and conclusions of this study, based 
on both data management and data analysis activities. 
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CHAPTER II 
DATA MANAGEMENT AND PREPARATION FOR ANALYS IS 
II
 
DATA MANAGEI1ENT AND PREPARATION FOR ANALYSIS 
DATA ACQUISITION 
The BCRR data had been entered into machine readable format 
by HSA's Division of Monitoring and Analysis, which maintains 
a system of tape files from which a series of routine reports 
are generated. Thus, mass entry of data was not required 
under this contract. However, several tasks were necessary 
to render these data suitable for the analyses intended. 
First, it was determined that the creation of "rectangular 
files" would be necessary, particularly if canned statistical 
packages were to be used. By "rectangular", we mean that 
equivalent, fixed data fields should be present for each unit 
of observation (i.e., grantee). In contrast, the datasets 
maintained by the Division of Monitoring and Analysis contained 
data from various periods, some of which represented quarters 
while other encompassed semi-annual reporting periods. 
Consequently, NIAS wrote a program to aggregate grantee 
data into fixed semi-annual periods so that all the observations 
would be comparable. Where two quarterly records were present, 
items which were logically cumulative (e.g., number of encounters 
or personnel costs) were added to produce semi-annual totals; 
elements Which were not additive (e.g., number of staff equivalents) 
were averaged between periods; other elements (e.g., year-to-date 
totals) required specific decision rules. No such manipulation 
was necessary of data which were originally reported on a semi­
annual basis. 
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A second problem arose from the fact that there was 
no determinant way of distinguishing between unreported 
(i.e., "blank") fields and true zeros. A set of decision rules 
was employed to impute the existence of missing data. In 
general, a table containing at least one non-zero value was 
assumed to have been "reported," whereas entire null tables 
were considered "missing." However, since some reported tables 
could plausibly be null, several cross-checks were employed. 
These decision rules are summarized below in Exhibit II-I. 
Finally, our edit program attirbuted several variables 
from the Site Profile Master File to the periodic data files. 
These elements consisted of information from the grant files 
concerning the size of the grant and the grantees· program 
affiliations. 
This processing was performed twice in order to create 
databases for each half of the calendar year 1977. Throughout 
these tasks the Division of Monitoring and Analysis provided 
assistance in the form of tape descriptions and explanations of 
their system. 
DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
Based on consultation with the HSA project officer, it was 
determined that the critical data processing functions needed 
were: 
• Organization of the Data - Development of a clear 
means of identifying data elements and of storing 
them in machine readable format. 
• Selective Retrieval - most analyses would involve 
only small subsets of grantees based upon program 
affiliations or other logical criteria. 
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EXHIBIT II-l 
DECISION RULES - TREATMENT OF 
ZEROES IN BCRR DATA. 
BCRR 
TABLE 
REPORTING 
FREQUENCY DECISION RULE 
lA ANNUAL If any of the table is completed 
(non-zero entries), ass~me D's 
are valid. It is possible to have 
all D's in a particular column or 
age group. If no non-zero entries, 
treat table as blank. 
IB SEMI-ANNUAL Except for migrant projects, will 
most often find all D's except in 
"Total" line. Assume D's are valid 
unless all of line 4 is O's. 
lC SEMI-ANNUAL 
OR 
QUARTERLY 
Consider D's valid unless Tables 
lA and IB are also all D's -­
then assume blank. 
ID SEMI-ANNUAL Same rule as Table lC 
2A SEMI-ANNUAL 
OR 
QUARTERLY 
All O's could be valid on a quarterly 
report, but not on a semi-annual 
report and not on two (2) consecu­
tive quarterly reports 
2B SEMI-ANNUAL 
OR 
QUARTERLY 
All O's valid unless entire table 
is O's and Table 2A is all D's -­
Otherwise blank. 
3 SEMI-ANNUAL 
OR 
QUARTERLY 
D's valid unless no non-zero entries 
on table. 
4 SEMI-ANNUAL 
OR 
QUARTERLY 
(Prepaid grantees 
only) 
D's valid unless whole table (includ­
ing "total" line) is 0 -­ then assume 
as blank. 
6 
page 2.EXHIBIT 11-1 (continued) 
BCRR 
TABLE 
REPORTING 
FREQUENCY 
ANNUAL 
(Prepaid grantees 
only) 
5 
6 SEMI-ANNUAL 
OR 
QUARTERLY 
7A SEMI-ANNUAL 
OR 
QUARTERLY 
7B SEMI-ANNUAL 
OR 
QUARTERLY 
(Prepaid grantees 
only) 
8 QUARTERLY 
DECISION RULE 
Since this is an annual report, 
unlikely to have all 0' s; therefore, 
if no non-zero entries on table, 
assume blank. 
Same rule as for Table 2A, how­
ever, very unlikely to have all 
a's -- if all 0' s, assume blank. 
Same rule as for Table 2A 
a's valid unless entire table is 
O's. 
. 
O's valid unless entire table is
 
O's.
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•	 Ease of Access - it was desirable that non­

programmers be able to access the data with
 
a simple, English-like user language.
 
•	 Listing of Data - the ability to generate
 
sorted lists of selected data elements for
 
logical subsets of the grantees.
 
•	 Central Tendency Statistics - means, medians,
 
ranges and standard deviations would be the
 
most frequent type of statistics needed.
 
•	 Crosstabulation and Frequency Distributions ­

These, too, would be needed frequently.
 
•	 Creation of New Elements and Manipulation of Data ­

the capability to perform computations, transforma­

tions and data screening was deemed important.
 
•	 Error Correction/Update Facility - since it was
 
presupposed (and later confirmed) that further
 
errors would be discovered in the data, an
 
update-in-place facility would prove useful.
 
Other statistical needs could be met by using a "canned" 
statistical package. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
(SPSS) was determined to be the best candidate, primarily due 
to	 the fact that many of those who would be using the system were 
already familiar with its use. 
Consequently, NIAS modified and installed a system of pro­
grams (TWRMAIN) for creating and maintaining BCRR databases, 
including all of the basic computing capabilities listed above. 
In	 addition, we designed, coded and installed a "transparent" 
interface between this system and SPSS. The basic tasks performed 
are described in the following subsections. 
Establishment of a Program Library 
The first step in the generation of the BCRR data management 
system was the establishment of a program library for the system 
load modules. This library is currently cataloged at Parklawn 
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as HSE.POALLIB on Volume USER¢2. Initially, the library was 
comprised of previously existing MVT load modules migrated 
from a local commercial service bureau. Subsequently, a number 
of	 modules were added as new capabilities and enhancements 
were developed. The following is a list of the principal 
executable load modules: 
•	 TWRMAIN - This is the main program for manipulating 
data and 
,) 
generating reports. It is a planned over­
'f 
lay program consisting of five segments and is 
described below in more detail. 
•	 CATALOG - A utility program for the maintenance of
 
the database dictionaries ("catalogs").
 
•	 EXAMINE Produces elementary marginal statistics on 
selected elements or the whole file. This program 
is particularly useful in diagnosing data errors, 
ranges and in rapidly generating descriptive statistics 
for subsets of cases. 
•	 IZSPSS Supervisor routine for the interface developed 
with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
(SPSS). This routine involves the modules BCRREX, 
FLATN and SPSS asynchronously. Documentation for 
this system of programs was provided in a previous 
submission under this contract. 
•	 TWRINIT This utility is used to create new 
system files and to add or update data in batch mode. 
•	 OLDMAIN This is a backup copy of TWRMAIN (Version 2) 
and could be used if the current TWRMAIN were found 
to be inoperable for some reason. 
Other miscellaneous modules in the library should not be 
deleted since some are invoked dynamically by one or more of the 
programs above. 
Several minor difficulties were encountered in the process 
of installing the system, primarily due to the fact that most of the 
software had been developed under MVT. (The Parklawn center 
operates under MVS). For one, the initialization routine allocated 
9 
its files dynamically (SVC 32), a function	 which is privileged 
under MVS. Several other supervisor macros were also unavail­
able. On the whole, however, the software	 migration went 
smoothly. 
Creation of Data Directories("Catalogs lt ) 
Data direcrOLies for the respective files were created by 
the initialization routine as members of a	 partitioned dataset 
named HSE.POA.DIRECT residing on Volume USER¢2. The member 
names correspond to file names specified via the LOGIN command. 
At present, there are two members (i.e., BCRR for January-June 
1977 data and NEWBCRR for July-December 1977 data). The record 
format of these members is currently fixed, and each member 
occupies a single block. Element descriptions consist of 
l6-byte entries in the following format: 
Mapping of Data Catalog Records 
Byte	 Contents Format 
1-10 Element name EBCDIC:	 If blank, space is available 
for assignment to a new ele­
ment 
11	 Status (last 
action) Binary: 1 = Entered 
2 = Changed 
3 = updated 
4 = Added 
5 = Reserved for systems use 
12	 Internal Storage 
Format	 Binary: 1 c Integer 
2 = Floating point 
3 = Logical 
4 = Character 
5 = Continuation of a 
character element 
10 
....._.._._--_.._--_.--­
Byte 
13 
14-16 
l 
I 
Contents 
Scaling factor 
Date last 
modified 
Format
 
Binary:
 
EBCDIC:
 
The blocksize (15,200) when divided by 
Position of implied
 
decimal point
 
(See SET command)
 
Julian day of year data 
were last entered or 
changed 
16 (the length of a 
catalog entry) determines the maximum number of elements whichI can reside on a file (currently 950). Since this forces all 
files in a system to have the 
causes the number of elements 
of the direct access device, 
same number of elements, and also 
to be limited by the track size 
we plan in the future to reorganize 
directory files to RECFM=U so that different length directories 
can exist in the same PDS, and the number of elements will not 
be limited by device characteristics. When this modification is 
effected, PDS directory block user data fields (See IBM Systems 
Control Blocks Manual) will be used to store an array of 
chained block lengths. While this may be useful for those involved 
in file maintenance, the change will be transparent to the user 
of the system. 
In order to maintain these "catalog" members, a maintenance 
program (CATALOG) was installed in the program library. This 
utility can be used to scratch or change elements, to list the 
contents of the catalog, to delete or create a member and 
other miscellaneous functions. Catalog listings for both members 
(BCRR and NEWBCRR) are included in Appendix B of this report. 
The next program release will also include element and case-wise 
backup and restore capabilities. 
Generation of the Data Files 
The initialization program (TWRINIT) was used to read the 
11 
merged and edited output tapes, to convert numeric data from 
packed decimal to binary, and to create transposed direct access 
files for the two generations of the BCRR data (i.e., BCRR and 
NEWBCRR). Under this method of organization, blocks of data 
contain all of the observations (i.e., grantees) of a given 
element as opposed to the more "traditional" physical sequential 
dataset in which a record typically contains all of the elements 
for a given case. In this manner, only the elements which 
are to be used in a given run need to be read. Direct access 
keys are exploited as a means of storing labelling information 
regarding an element. 
There is a positional correspondence between the relative 
block position of a data record and the data catalog. That 
. d d' h' th . thlS, ata correspon lng to t e 1-- catalog entry reslde on the i-­
block of the corresponding data file. Eac~ datum is stored in a 
fullword in the internal format implied by the element's catalog 
ehtrY· Thus, the blocksize for TWRi'~AIN files is equal to four times 
the number of grantees for whom data were reported during that period. 
Data files created under this contract are cataloged at Parklawn as: 
Login 
Name Dataset Name Volume Blocksize 
BCRR HSE.POA.BCRR USER¢l 4788 
NEWBCRR HSE.POA.NEWBCRR USER¢l 5572 
It should be noted that these files required special approval 
since they are considered "oversized datasets" by Parklawn 
standards. "USER¢l is a special volume for such datasets. 
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TWRMAIN Cataloged Procedure (PROC) 
An IBM PROC (JCL procedure) was written and installed in 
USER.PROCLIB to minimize the amount of JCL required of the user.
 
The following is a listing of the PROC:
 
//HSEBCRR PROC PROG=TwRMAIN,SIZE=250K,CPU=1,MSG=A 
1 11' 
.• 1 1 
1 11< 
1 1 PROCEDURE INVOKES Tw"R PACKAGE W/BCRR DATA.
 
1 11­
FOR QTRS 1 & 2 CODE LOGIN='BCRR'
 
//* FOR QTRS 3 & 4, CODE LOGIN='NEWBCRR '
 
1 1* **FOR I. ENGER/OPEL**
 
1 1 
1 1
 
1 1* BY NIAS (TR)
1 1
 
1 11­
1 1 
//GO EXEC PGM=&PROG,TIME=&CPU,REGION=&SIZE 
//STEPLIB DD DSN=HSE.POALLIB,DISP=SHR 
//DIRECT DD DSN=HSE.POA.DIRECT,DISP=SHR 
//FT05F001 DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//FT07F001 DD SYSOUT=&MSG,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=266) 
//FT06F001 DD SYSOUT=A 
//FT08F001 DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=532) 
//FT10F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=64,BLKSIZE=S16), 
// SPACE=(S16,(20,20)),DSN=&&STUBS 
//FT12F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=304,BLKSIZE=308) , 
// SPACE=(308,(8,S)),DSN=&&PAGE 
//BCRR DD DSN=HSE.POA.BCRR,DISP=OLD 
//NEWBCRR DD DSN=HSE.POA.NEWBCRR,DISP=OLD 
Of special note are two symbolic parameters. "MSG" permits 
the user to retrieve his/her source and error listings on a TSO 
terminal by coding: 
MSG='T,HOLD=YES' 
PROG is used to specify that a program other than TWRMAIN (e.g. 
CATALOG or EXAMINE) is to be executed. 
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Installation of the SPES rnterface 
The SPSS interface was designed and coded under this 
contract and was documented in detail in a previous submission. 
In summary, user-supplied SPSS language statements are read 
by a preprocessing routine (on FT2¢F¢¢1) to parse references 
to data elements on the BCRR file. These statements, along 
with several generated commands, are then spooled to a 
temporary dataset (FT¢5F¢¢1). If the parsing routine completes 
successfully, a data-extracting routine is attached to create 
a physical sequential file (FT¢BF¢¢l) consisting of the elements 
referenced for the selected cases. Control is then passed to 
SPSS (via XCTL macro). The following is a listing of the 
cataloged procedure (IBSPSS) written to invoke the interface: 
IIIZSPSS PROC PROG=IZSPSS,SIZE=250K,CPU=2,LOGIN='BCRR ' ,II FIND='NO~E',MISSING=NONE,MSG=A 
1 1* 
I I 
11* 
I I PROCEDURE INTERFACES BCRR PILES UNDER TWR SYSTEM 
1 1* 
I I WITH SPSS RELEASE 7. -BY TOM RODES 
1 1* 
I I FOR I. ENGER/OPEL 
11* 
I IIIGO EXEC PGM=&PROG,REGION=&SIZE,TIME=&CPU,
II PARM=('LOGIN,&LOGIN,FIND=&FIND,MISSING=&MISSING ' ) 
IISTEPLIB DD DSN=PCC.SPSSV701,DISP=SHR
II DD DSN=HSE.POALLIB,DISP=SHR 
IIDIRECT DD DSN=HSE.POA.DIRECT,DISP=SHR 
IIBCRR DD DSN=HSE.POA.BCRR,DISP=OLD 
IINEWBCRR DD DSN=HSE.POA.NEWBCRR,DISP=OLD 
IIFT01P001 DD SPACE=(800,(500,50}) ,UNIT=SYSDA 
IIFT02F001 DD SPACE=(2012, (400,100» ,UNIT=SYSDA 
IIFT05F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DCB=(LRECL=8~,BLKSIZE=800,RECFM=FB), 
I/SPACE=(TRK,(5,10» 
I/FT06P001 DD SYSOUT=&MSG 
/IFT08F0~1 DD SPACE=(TRK,(50,10» ,UNIT=SYSDA. 
IIFT10F001 DD DSN=PCC.SPSSV7DC,DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=1 
/IFT20F001 DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
The meanings of symbolic parameters in this procedure are defined 
in the User's Guide, which" is included as Appendix A of this report. 
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It should be noted that the SPSS package is maintained 
\
 
separately by Parklawn; the BCRR system does not maintain 
a separate copy. Thus, if new versions are installed, 
or if the SPSS system is otherwise changed at Parklawn, some 
limited maintenance programming may be required. For 
example, if the SPSS library name (i.e., PCC.SPSSV7¢1) were 
to change, the STEPLIB DO should be updated accordingly in 
the PROC. The current executable program name is "SPSS It • 
Should this change, the program name may be modified by applying 
a "Superzap" as follows: 
/ /~AP EXEC PGM :.= IMASP~AP
 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT = A
 
//SYSLIB DO DSN=HSE.POALLIB,DISP=OLD
 
//SYSIN DO *
 
NAME IBSPSS ISBPSS
 
VER ¢2E8 E2D7E2E24¢4¢4¢4¢
 
REP ¢2E8 newname
 
/* 
REVIEW AND EDITING OF DATA 
After the databases were established, an analysis of missing 
data, outliers, and fringeliers was conducted. First, complete 
marginal statistics were generated separately for several program 
affiliations. Program affiliation, for purposes of this pre­
liminary analysis, refered to the BCSH program affiliations 
identified by each grantee on the BCRR Face Sheet. It is important 
to note that these affiliations are not mutually exclusive cate­
gories, since a grantee may receive support from more than one 
BCHS program. 
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For both semi-annual files, a summary analysis of blank 
or missing data was completed. This analysis indicated the 
number of grantees completing each BCRR table. The results 
of this analysis are presented in Exhibit II-2. The number of 
grantees reporting for the period, January through June 1977, 
was 1,197. For the period July through December 1977, 1,393 
grantees submitted reports. The data for the second half of 
the year were somewhat less complete because the Division of 
Monitoring and Analysis was in the process of completing 
follow-up with grantees on missing or questionable BCRR 
reports at the time we obtained our data. As expected, Table 
lA, which is an annual report, was not completed by any 
grantees in the first hal.f of 1977. Similarly, those tables 
which are required of only a small subset of grantees (Table 
ID for family planning grantees or family planning access points 
and Tables 4 and 5 for grantees serving prepaid patients) were 
blank for a large percentage of grantees. For all other tables, 
the number of missing cases ranged from 24-38 percent for 
January through June and 29-41 percent for July through December. 
For the July through December period, the incidence of 
blank BCRR tables was also analyzed by program affiliation. 
Those grantees reporting through state agencies (Maternal and 
Infant Care, Children and Youth, Title V Family Planning and 
Dental Health) had the lowest percentage of blank or missing 
data, while grantees affiliated with Migrant Health and Health 
Underserved Rural Areas (HURA) had the highest percentage of blank 
reports. Those identifying other program affiliation had an 
incidence of blank reports within the average range noted above. 
This analysis indicates complete reports, but did not consider 
quality of the data reported. 
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EXHIBIT 11-2 
SUMMARY OF BLANK OR MISSING CASES BY BCRR TABLE 
JANUARY-JUNE 1977 JULY-DECEMBER 1977 
(n=1,197) (n=1,393) 
BCRR NUMBER OF BLANK NUMBER OF BLANK 
TABLE OR MISSING CASES PERCENT OR MISSING CASES PERCENT 
1A 1,197 100.0 557 40.0 
1B 458 38.3 574 41.2 
1C 314 26.2 461 33.1 
1D 863 72.1 1,041 74.7 
2A 352 29.4 481 34.5 
2B 352 29.4 481 34.5 
3 285 23.8 407 29.2 
4 1,145 95.7 407 95.7 
5 1,195 99.8 1,333 96.1 
6 339 28.3 1,339 34.5 
7A 363 30.3 481 34.7 
7B 363 30.3 484 34.7 
8 308 25.1 483 34.7 
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The identification of outliers and "fringeliers" was 
largely a judgmental process. Based upon a review of 
extremely high or low values, selected lists of BCRR identifica­
tion numbers were generated. A search of the original hard 
copy instruments, made available by the Division of Monitoring 
and Analysis, was then undertaken to verify that the numbers in 
the database were, in fact, those which were reported by the 
grantees. This exercise led to several corrections to the 
file; one grantee was disqualified in total due to an obvious 
inability to complete the forms satisfactorily. 
Several of the grantees, it was discovered, had incorrectly 
identified as semi-annual reports which covered only one 
quarter. Since there was no systematic way to identify this kind 
of error, it is likely that some errors of periodicity still 
remain in the database. 
A final method of identifying incorrect or suspect data 
involved the use of consistency checks which were hypothesized 
in the form of ratios of two or more data elements. Analyses of 
these results led to additional corrections and deletions to the 
file. 
CLASSIFICATION OF GRANTEES 
Some grantees receive funds from more than one BCES, source, 
which results in the grantees reporting more than one program 
affiliation on the BCRR Face Sheet. A mutually exclusive 
categorization of grantees was essential for the statistical 
analyses planned -in this study in order to prevent redundancy in 
sample selection and assure that data and findings relate to the 
BCES programs they are intended to represent. 
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Therefore, as part of this study, NIAS developed a methodology 
for classifying programs, classified all but 63 of the 1,393 
grantees reporting for July-December 1977. 
The methodology developed for classifying grantees by 
program relied on the following sources of information: 
•	 Program code as recorded by the Division of
 
Monitoring and Analysis
 
•	 Program affiliation, as reported on the BCRR
 
Face Sheet
 
•	 Revenue sources, as reported on BCRR Table 8 
•	 Identification of primary program affiliation
 
by HSA-OPEL and BCHS analysts familiar with
 
specific programs, such as National Health
 
Service Corps and Rural Health Initiative.
 
To obtain an understanding of the extent of the multiple 
affiliation problem, an analyses of program affiliation, as 
reported on the BCRR was undertaken. Exhibit II-3 presents 
the distrubition of program affiliations for the two semi-annual 
periods studied. Since these are not mutually exclusive 
categories, the incidence of multiple affiliations was also 
determined. Exhibit II-4 presents the results of this analysis 
for the January through June data. Results for July through 
December are presented in Exhibit II-5. For the second half of 
1977, 72 percent of grantees reported only one affiliation, while 
five percent of grantees reported more than two affiliations. 
Naitonal Health Service Corps (NHSC) sites could not be 
· identified simply by source of revenue, since the Corps serves 
many other BCHS programs. A listing was made of all grantees 
and pertinent data which would identify NHSCs. This listing 
included program affiliation, total revenue, percentage BCHS 
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EXHIBIT 11-3
 
DISTRIBUTION OF PROGRAM AFFILIATIONS
 
PROGRAM AFFILIATION
 
Community Health Centers 
Children and Youth 
Dental Health 
Family Planning 
Title V Family Planning 
National Health Service 
Corps 
. 
Health Underserved Rural 
Areas 
Migrant Health 
Maternal and Infant Care 
Rural Health Initiative 
Home Health 
Appalachian Health 
JANUARY-JUNE 1977
 
(n=1,197)
 
NUMBER REPORTING 'YES' 
348
 
46
 
44
 
398
 
48
 
361
 
94
 
146
 
41
 
155
 
0
 
0
 
JULY-DECEMBER 1977
 
(n=1,393)
 
NUMBER REPORTING 'YES' 
420
 
41
 
40
 
358
 
44
 
278
 
105
 
249
 
41
 
195
 
96
 
0
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EXHIBIT II-4 
DISTRIBUTION OF ENTRIES BY NUMBER OF 
PROGRAM AFFILIATIONS: JULY-DECEMBER 1977 
DISTRIBUTION OF ENTRIES BY' OF PROGRAM AFFILIATIONS
 
ELEMENT: NUMBER OF
 
AFFILIA HONS 
ACTUAL DISTRIBUTION --RELATIVE %-- --ABSOLUTE %-­
VALUE: NUMBER SIMPLE CUMUl. SIMPLE CUMUL. 
~~~*M*M~*~~~***~*MMMMMM~***M.M**¥~M**MMMM~~W**~~~.V*MW 
o 5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
1000 71.3 72.1 71.3 72.1 
2 316 22.7 94.3 22.7 94.3 
3 53 3.3 911.6 3.3 911.6 
4 19 1.4 100.0 1.4 100.0 
DISTRIBUTION OF ENTRIES BYI OF PROGRAM AFFILIATIONS 
xxxx 
XXXX
 
xxxx XXXX
 
XXXX XXXX 
15:": XXXX XXXX 
xxxx XXXX 
xxxx ~xxx 
x~xx xxx:< 
X~XX XXXX XXX X .... 
-~-------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----- ---+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
o 2 4 6 3 10 12 14 16 ill 
HUMBER OF AFFILIATIONS 
(H=1393) 
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EXHIBIT II-5 
DISTRIBUTION OF ENTRIES BY NUMBER OF
 
PROGRAM AFFILIATIONS: JANUARY-JUNE 1977
 
DISTRIBUTION OF ENTRIES ilY t OF PROGUM AFFILIATIONS 
ELEMENT: NUMBER OF 
AF.FILIATIONS 
ACTUAL DISTRIBUTION --RELATIVE %-- --ABSOLUTE %-­
VALUE: HUMBER SIMPLE CUMUL. SIMPLE CUMUL. 
M**M**MMMMM**MMM**MM*M******M**MM****************M*M** 
66 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5
 
1 7H 61.9 67.ft 61.9 67.ft
 
2 275 23.D 90.ft 23.0 90.ft
 
3 76 6.3 96.7 6.3 96.7
 
ft 33 2.8 99.5 2.8 ~9.S
 
5 6 0.5 100.0 0.5 100.0
 
DISTRIBUTION OF ENTRIES"BY I O~ PROGRAM AFFILIATIONS 
90% 
75% 
xxxx
 
XXXX
 
60X XXXX
 
XXXX
 
XXXX
 
XXXX
 
XXXX
 
45% XXXX
 
XXXX
 
XXXX
 
XXXX
 
XXXX
 
30% XXXX
 
XXXX
 
XXXX
 
XXXX XXXX
 
XXXX XXXX
 
15% XXXX XXXX
 
XXXX XXXX
 
XXXX XXXX
 
XXXX XXXX XXXX
 
xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx ....

-+-------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
o 6 10 12 16 13
 
HU~BER OF AFFILIATIONS (X=U97J 
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revenue, NHSC obligation, NHSC physicians, NHSC medical staff, 
total NHSC personnel, total other personnel, and non-NHSC 
physicians. Using this listing, an HSA-OPEL Analyst familiar 
with the National Health Service Corps was able to identify 
all NHSC sites for our study. The Rural Health Initiative (RHI) 
program presented similar problems since a variety of grant 
mechanisms support this program. Using a list of CHC/Rural 
grantees provided by the Program Office for Rural Health and 
the list of program codes for grantees provided by the 
Division of Monitoring and Ana~ys1s, the NIAS project team 
developed a list of BCRR identification numbers of rural BCHS 
grantees whose program affiliation was not clearly established. 
This list was submitted to the Program Office for Rural Health, 
which was able to identify each grantee listed as RHI, HURA, 
or other. 
Revenue source was used to categorize those programs (n=775) 
which reported only one BCHS revenue source. Those programs 
which did not report revenues on BCRR Table 8 were identified by 
their reported program affiliation. Thus, the programs which 
required individual decisions to be categorized were those 
reporting more than one BCHS revenue source (85 programs) 
and those reporting more than one program affiliation and no 
revenue data. 
Grantees which identified their federal revenue source as 
Title V were further classified as Dental Health, Children and 
Youth, Maternal and Infant Care, and Family Planning according 
to the program affiliation reported on the BCRR. In the case 
where a family planning grantee reported its affiliation as 
both Title V and Title X, it was classified as a Title V family 
planning program. Exhibit II-6, on the following page, summarizes 
the decision rules which were utilized to categorize grantees. 
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EXHIBIT 11-6
 
DECISION TREE FOR CATEGORIZING BCHS GRANTEES
 
ALL
 
GRANTEES
 
ASSIGN 
TO 
RHI 
ASSIGN 
TO 
NHSC 
ASSIGN TO 
TITLE V FAMIL 
PLANNING ~::.:.......c 
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It is also important to note that the technique which we 
employed to add our categorization of grantees to the data 
base was the creation of a new variable, 'BCHSSRCE' which is 
assigned values corresponding to program type. The contents 
of this file, for July-December 1977 BCRR data is shown in 
Exhibit II-7. The creation of a new variable has the advantage 
of clearly documenting our classification of each grantee 
without changing the program affiliations reported by the 
individual grantees. Another advantage is the immediate avail­
ability of the grantee classifications as part of the data 
management system. 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO USERS OF THE DATA SYSTEM 
Throughout the term of the contract NIAS provided periodic 
technical assistance to users of the system, including other 
contractors as well as the HSA-OPEL staff. A training conference 
was held at which instruction in the TWRNAIN user's language 
was -provided. Most of the assistance, however, involved con­
sultation and technical support on an "as-needed" basis, 
usually by telephone~ 
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-BCHSSRCE'
 
VALUE
 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Blank 
EXHIBIT 
CLASSIFICATION OF 
11-7 
BCHS GRANTEES 
PROGRAM 
Migrant Health 
Community Health Centers (CHC) 
National Health Service Corps (NHSC) 
Title X-Family Planning 
Appalachian Health 
Health Underserved Rural Areas (HURA) 
Title V-Family Planning 
Title V-Dental Health 
Title V-Maternal and Infant Care 
Title V-Children and Youth 
Home Health 
Rural Health Initiative (RBI) 
No revenue data; no program indicator 
orOTAL 
NUMBER OF 
GRANTEES 
101 
150 
289 
171 
o 
118 
56 
55 
56 
56 
83 
195 
63 
1,393
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CHAPTER III
 
DATA ANALYSIS
 
III 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Upon canpletion of data editing and classification of grantees by 
program, several analytical stu:li.es were undertaken by NIAS in ·conjunction 
with HSA-oPEL staff• Five studies, relating to the areas of productivity , 
sources of revenue, and cost per encounter, will be discussed in this 
chapter. In general, these analytical studies served three purposes: 
•	 To provide a sample of the potential uses of OCRR data for
 
description and evaluation of the PCHS programs.
 
•	 To canpare findings with current standards for program indicators 
establishecLby	 OCHS and/or with findings published in previous 
(Le. pre-OCRR) studies. 
•	 To provide an opportunity for program officials in PCHS to 
carmant on the types of studies and presentation fonnats lrost 
useful for decision malting. 
PRODUCTIVITY SIUDIES 
Responding to interest expressed by members of the Bureau of Carmunity 
Health Services, a series of studies was initiated by HSA-oPEL to use the 
OCRR data to measure productivity of physicians and physician extenders 
in ambulatory care sites funded under programs administered by BCHS. Three 
of these studies have been canpleted under this contract: 
•	 Physician and Physician Extender Productivity in categorically 
funded National Health Service corps (NHSC) Sites 
•	 Prcd.uetivity of Nurse Practitioners and Physician Assistants in 
Ccmnunity Health Centers and Rural Health Initiative Projects 
•	 Productivity Standards for Family Planning Encounters. 
Measures of Productivity 
Although each study is discussed separately in this section, definitions 
of	 physician extenders and PrOOuctivity are consistent across the three 
studies. 
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p'hysician extenders, PEs, include roth nurse practitioners (NPs) and 
physician assistants (PAs) ~ Proo.uctivity was defined to be the ratio of 
the number of encounters to staff time worked. This measure was chosen 
because the data were available in the BCRR and because the BCHS has 
established standards of prOO.uctivity using this definition (Le., 4200 
encounters Per year Per physician and 2100 encounters Per year Per physician 
extender). Marginal prcxiuctivity was defined as the change in PrOduetivity 
due to adding staff to an existing staff; it is the algebraic sum -of the 
productivity of the additional staff and the change in prcrluetivity of 
the original staff. The rationale for the approa.ch was that physician 
extenders may introo.uce factors which change physician productivity (e.g. 
need for physician supervision, change in functions Perfonrel by physician, 
etc. ) 
The tenns "encounter" and "staff time worked" are defined in the 
follCMing tenns in the BCRR data systan: 
•	 Encounter: "A face-to-face contact between a patient (user) and 
a provider of health care services who exercises independent judg­
rrent in the care and provision of health care service (s) 'to the 
individual patient. II 
•	 Medical care Persormel: "Persons involved in activities related 
to the provision of medical services for the prevention, diagnosis, 
treai:m2nt and rehabilitation of physical illness." 
•	 Allocation of time of medical directo:r;s: " .•• should reflect only 
time spent in clinical service activities, routine supervisory 
activities and quality assurance activities.•. " 
•	 Full-t.ilre-€qu.i.valent (FTE}: "A statistical concept which expresses 
the time worked by full-time and part-time workers in tenns of full­
time definition of a grantee. The number of hours worked to be 
considered full-time••. (is) ••• for a six rronth report 26 weeks times 
the grantee's work week." 
Productivity is the ratio of the number of encounters to FTE medical 
care persormel. Data for the pericxi July-December 1977 were used; these were 
the latest data available. The semi-annual productivity values were doubled 
to place them on an annual basis. 
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Physiqian and Physician Extender Prcrluctivity .in categorically Funderl. 
National Health Service COrps Sites* 
The approach taken in this sttrly was to canpare the marginal prcductivity 
of physician extenders (PEs) with the narginal prcrluctivity of physicians. 
The rationale for the approoch was that PEs are a substitute for physicians, 
so cx:nparisons between than are in order. Marginal productivity was used 
instead of prcduetivity per se because PEs do not, in general, work alone 
but at'lglreIlt an existing medical staff. 
§?rnPle selection. NHSC physicians are assigned either to sites with no 
additicnal sources of fuIrling fran other OCHS programs, designated as cate­
gorically funded sites or to sites with additional sources of funding. Attenticn 
was restricted to categorically funded sites because the ECRR does not 
seParate patient enC01.mters with NHSC physicians fran encounters with other 
physicians. ~ 191 categorically funded NHSC sites were scheduled to 
report to the BCRR during the period July-Decanber 1977, hONeVer, only 93 
reported adequately. This number was reduced to 77 by choosing sites with 
eith.er one physician or two physicians. The other 16 sites either had nore 
than two physicians or reported fractional values of full-time equivalent 
physicians. Restriction to one- or two-physician sites sinplified the 
analysis. 
Analysis of Physician Prcductivity. Physician prcductivity was calculated for 
each of the 52 sites with one physician and 25 sites with two physicians. The 
values were doubled to place them on an annual basis. The nost striking 
feature is the very lew productivity at many of the sites, as cc:npared to 
the OCHS standard of 4200 encamters Per physician Per year. 65 percent (34) 
of the one-physician sites and 80 Percent (20) of the two-physician sites 
are belew this standard. Investigation of the cause of the lew prcductivity 
was beyond the scope of this s'bldy. 
*PrinciPal authors of this study, for HSA-oPEL, were Robert E. Hurley
 
and Isadore Enger.
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~ average productivity of each group was calculated by surrming the 
encounters over the site in each group, dividing by the number of physicians 
in the group, and multiplying by two. Average annual prcductivity was 
3,493 encOlIDters per physician in the one-physician sites and 3,180 in 
the two-physician sites. The marginal prcrluctivity of the sea:m.d physician 
was 2,867, since the mean of 3,493 and 3,867 equals 3,180 (i.e. marginal 
productivity is the prcrluctivity added by the. second physician). 
Analysis of Physician EXtender Prcrl.uctivitY,. Both the one-physician and 
two-physician groups of sites were divided into groups with and without 
PEs. Physician prcrluctivity was calculated for eac h of the four groups 
and. PE prcrluctivity was calculated for the two groups with PEs. The 
results are shown in both tabular and graphic fonn Exhibit III-I. 
Average annual prcrl.uctivity of the 10 PEs in one-physician sites was 
2358 encounters per PE per year and 1500 for the 10. 3 PE' s in the two­
physician sites. Physician productivity was lower in the one-physician sites 
with aPE, 3360, than in the one-physician sites without aPE, 3516. 
Marginal productivity of the PEs, therefore, was the PE prcrluctivity less 
the loss in physician prcrluctivity, or 2358 - (3516-3360) = 2202. Physician 
productivity of both physicians was la-rer in the two-physician sites with 
aPE, 2780, than in the two-physician sites without aPE, 3366. Marginal 
productivity of PEs in two-physician sites was only 328 (Le., 1500 - 2 
(3366-2780)). 
The marginal prcrluctivity of a PE in a one physician site was 79 PerCent 
of the marginal productivity of a physician, 2202/2780. The cost of a 
PE in the NHSC is less than 79 percent of the cost of a physician. If cost 
were the only criterion-;- then it would be rrore beneficial to add a PE than 
another physician to a one-physician site. Ha-rever, a nunt>er of other factors 
may need to be considered (e.g., legal or licensure constraints concerning 
PEs, acceptability of PE to the client population, willingness of physicians to 
delegate to PEs, professional environment for the physician, diagnostic 
patterns of population served, etc.). The infODTlation provided here on 
productivity is only one input to the entire decision-making process. 
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EXHIBIT III-l 
AVERAGE ANNUAL PHYSICIAN AND PHYSICIAN EXTENDER PRODUCTIVITY IN 
Number 
of Sites 
1	 Physician! 
No PEs 41 
1	 Physician! 
PEs * 11 
2	 Physicians! 
No PEs 17 
2	 Physicians! 
PEs 8 
No. of Patient 
Encounters 
8.000 
6.000 
4.000 
2,000 
CATEGORICALLY FUNDED NHSC SITES 
Full-Time Average Annual Productivity 
Equivalent PEs (encounters per person per year) 
IPhysicians PEs 
-
3,516 
-
10 3,360 2.358 
- 3,366 
-
10.3 2.780 1.500 
Marltinal for PEs 
-
2.202 
, 
I 
-
I 
328 
2 Physicians! 
PEs 
1 Physician! 1 Physician/ 2 Physicians/ 
~o PEs PEs No PEs* 
Key: ! / Physician Productivity 
1,0//1! PE Productivityl Marginal Productivity of Additional Personnel 
*Because of extremely large variance in this cate·-ory a "trimmed mean" 
was derived by omitting the two lar~est anJ smallest sites. 
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The average marginal productivity of PEs in two-physician sites is 
I 
very IaN. The rei.mburse:rent rate would need to have been over $40 per 
encam.ter to rreet the salary and fringe benefit costs of a PEe This does 
not necessarily rrea.n that it was not cost beneficial in every one of the 
sites but rather was not on the average. Again, there may be considerations 
ot:her than costs (e. g ., desire to provide care in raoote areas). 
Discussion. The results presented above, Particularly those relating to 
..	 the marginal productivity of PEs, are based on a small number of sites and
 
on only a half-year of experience. No canparisons have been made with PE
 
prOO.uctivity in other areas and the causes far the observed productivities
 
and marginal prcrluctivities have not been investigated at all. Nevertheless,
 
decisions ImlSt and will be made, even in the absence of ccmpletely accurate
 
data or even with no data at all. The analysis discussed in this section
 
was based on all of the readily available data and on much. rrore recent
 
data than is usual in the rredical area at the national level. To the extent
 
that staff productivity is important in the decision-making process, the
 
irifonration provided here is considered to be useful.
 
Productivity of Nurse Practioners and Physician Assistants in Ccmnlmity 
_··_--Heaith Centers and Rural Health Initiative Projects* 
This study concerned itself with canparing productivity of nurse 
practirbioners (NPs) and physician assistants (PAs), as well as considering 
the effect of physician extenders on physician productivity. 
Sample Selection and Method6!m. 'lWo BCHS programs were selected for 
_analysis, the camnmi.ty Health Center program and the Rural Health Initiative 
program. Both programs arq;>loy fairly large numbers of physician extenders 
and 1:oth provide essentially the same types of services - canprehensive 
ambulatory care to primarily lcwer incane PeOple. The CHC projects are 
primarily large (in tenns of total patient encotmters and number of staff) 
and urban, whereas the RIll projects are primarily small and rural. Thus, 
the study accotmts for possible size and urban-rural influences on productivity. 
Within each of the two programs, a subset of projects was used in the analysis. 
*Principal authors of this study, for HSA-oPEL, were ROOert E. Hurley 
and Isadore Enger. 
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only wojeets which reported both enCOtUlter and staffing data were included 
and, within the twO groo.ps of projects with good data, "outlier" projects 
were deleted. An outlier was defined as a project with either very high 
physician productivity, rrore than 6300 encOilllters per year, or very lCM 
physician encounters per year, less than 2100 encounters. These limits 
are, respectively, 50 percent above and 50 PerCent belCM the BCHS standard 
of 4200 enoounters per physician per year. Such outlier projects were 
considered to be not typical of the usual working conditions for physician 
extenders and their inclusion might tend to distoI;t the results. A total 
of 62 CHC projects and 43 RHI projects were found to rreet the criteria. 
This is a substantial sample and is considerably larger than any considered 
in previous studies of physician extenders reported in the literature. 
In order to canpare NP and PA prcrluctivity and marginal prcrluctivity , 
the Ole and RHI projects were each divided into four tyPes: (a) physicians 
only; (b) physician and PA; (c) physician and NP; and (d) physician, PA, 
and NP. There were too few projects with PAs or NPs only to include in the 
analysis. Productivity of PAs in the type (b) projects can be canpared with 
productivity of NPs in the type (c) projects. 'Ihis canparison assurres that 
the two types of sites do not differ in sore systematic manner other than 
employment of NPs and PAs. The produetivity of NPs and PAs can be canpared 
directly in the type (d) projects. 
The marginal prcrluctivity of PAs can be calculated fran data fran the 
type (a) and type (b) projects. Marginal prcrluctivity is the algebraic sum 
of PA productivity and the change in physician prcrluctivity• PA prcrluctivity 
is known for the type (b) projects. The change in physician prcrluctivity 
can be calculated in the following manner. The average physician prcrluctivity 
is calculated for the type (a) projects and, ~ately, for the type (b) 
projects. The difference, (b) minus (a), is the change in physician prcrluctivity 
per physician due to the presence of PAs in the type (b) sites. This per 
physician change can be positive or negative depending upon the magffitudes 
of the two quantities. The total change in physician encounters is the 
prcrluct of the per physician change and the number of physicians in type (b) 
projects. By distributing the "responsibility" for the total change across 
the PAs equally, the change per PA is the ratio of the total change to the 
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number of PAs in the type (b) projects. The marginal productivity of the 
I 
NPs can be calculated in a similar manner fran data on the type (a) and 
type (c) projects. 
Nt:ateri.cal Results. The nurcerical results are shewn in Exhibit 1II-2A for 
the me projects and in Exhibit III-2B for the RHI projects. Considering 
aJC projects first, PA prcduetivity in the type (b) projects (physicians 
and PAs) was 2132 encounters per year per full-t:iJre-e:luivalent PA. This 
value is 9 percent larger than the NP prcrluetivity of 1954 encounters/year/ 
E'l'E NP in the type (c) projects (physicians and NPs) • PA prcductivity in 
the type (d) projects was 2498 which is 44 percent higher than the NP 
prcductivity of 1736 in these same projects. The overall productivity of 
PAs was 2280 which is 21 percent higher than the overall productivity of 
1884 for the NPs. 
As sh.oNn in Exhibit III-2A, the physician prcductivity in the physician 
only me projects, type (a), was higher than the physician prcductivity 
in the type (b), physician and PA, projects. Thus·, the apparent effect 
of PAs was to decrease the physician prcx:1uctivity. Following the procedures 
described in the nethodology, the decrease averaged out to 1186 en­
counters far each PA. * The marginal prcx:1uctivity of the PAs was, therefore, 
2132-1186=946. A similar type calculation resulte:1 in a decrease of 1162 
encamters far each NP and a roarginal prc:ductivity of 1954-1162=792. The 
marginal prcx:1uctivity of PAs was 19 percent larger than the marginal prcx:1uctivity 
of NPs. 
Tun1ing new to Exhibit 1II-2B, the RHI project results, the PA 
productivity in the type (b) projects was 1940 which is 25 percent higher 
than the NP prcx:1uctivity of 1550 in the type (c) projects. In the type (d) 
projects, the PA prcductivity of 2820 was 19 percent higher than the NP 
prcxiuctivity of 2368. ** The overall productivity of PAs was 2319 which is 
*Average physician prcductivity was 4466 in type (a) projects and 3782 
in the type (b) projects, ar an average decrease of 684 encamters per physician. 
There were 46.8 physicians in the type (b) projects so the total decrease was 32011 
encounters . Dividing this last value by the number of PAs, 27. 0 , gives an average 
decrease of 1186 encounters far each PA. 
**Produetivity of all three types of providers was quite high in the REI type 
projects. There were only 5 such projects and one of them had very high prc:ductivi 
which increased the average. The cause of the high prc:ductivity has not been 
investigated. 
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EXHIBIT III-2A 
PRODUCTIVITY OF PHYSICIANS, NURSE PRACTITIONERS, AND PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS IN COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS 
(second half of 1977) 
Type of Project 
Number of 
Projects 
FTE Medical 
Personnel 
Phvsician PA NP 
Productivity 
(Encounters per year per FTE) 
'Ph"",il'inn PA NP 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Physician Only 
Physician & PA 
Physician & NP 
Physician & PA & NP 
9 
14 
23 
16 
45.5 
46.8 
120.5 
60.0 
27.0 
18.3 
90.4 
43.0 
4,466 
3,782 
3,594 
4,110 
2,132 
2,498 
1,954 
1,736 
TOTAL 62 272.8 45.3 133.4 3,885 2,280 1,884 
w 
U1 EXHIBIT III-2B 
PRODUCTIVITY OF PHYSICIANS, NURSE PRACTITIONERS, AND PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS IN RURAL HEALTH INITIATIVE 
PROJECTS (second half of 1977) 
Type of Project Number of 
Projects 
FTE Medical 
Personnel 
Physician PA NP 
Productivity 
(Encounters per year per FTE) 
Physician PA NP 
(a) Physician Only 16 29.8 3,572 
(b) Physician & PA 8 12.8 12.8 3,220 1,940 
(c) Physician & NP 14 27.9 23.1 3,012 1,550 
(d) Physician & PA & NP 5 17.2 9.7 10.9 4,276 2,820 2,368 
TOTAL 43 87.8 22.5 34.0 3,475 2,319 1,812 
28 percent higher than the overall prcx:luctivity of 1812 for the NPs. 
I 
Again, the physician productivity in the physician only projects was higher 
than the physician productivity in both the PA and NP projects. Fo11aving 
the same nethcx:lo1ogy applied to the CHC projects, the marginal productivity 
of PAs was 1940-352 or 1588 and that of the NPs was 1550-676 or 874. The 
PA advantage was 82 percent. This figure is based on only five projects 
and is, therefore, subject to considerable sampling error. 
canbining the results fran the CHC projects and the RHI projects, PA 
productivity was 2293 which is 23 percent larger than the NP prcx:luctivity 
of 1869. The average productivity of all 235 PAs and NPs together was 
1991 enCOtl?ters per person per year. The average prcx:luctivity of the 360 
physicians in all 105 projects was 3786 eIlCOlIDters per year. 
Analysis of PA vs. NP PrcXluctivity. The PA productivity on the average 
was higher than the NP productivity. PAs were found to be fran 9 percent 
to 44 percent more productive, with an overall difference of 23 percent. 
The PA advantage was consistent across the two types of projects, Ccmm.mi.ty 
Health Center and Rural Health Initiative, and across segregated (Le., PA 
or NP only) and canbined (NP and PA) projects. Since the CHCs are large and 
urban and the RHIs are smaller and predaninate1y rural, the difference 
in productivity does not appear to be influenced by size of project or urban­
rural location. In canparisans using marginal productivity to account for 
concurrent changes in physician productivity, the PAs were also found to 
be rrore productive than the NPs. The higher prcx:luctivity of the PAs in 
the BCHS projects is canpatib1e with previous sb.ldies which indicated that 
PAs are rrore productive than NPs. 
The average PA prcx:luctivity of 2293 is 11 I.JE!J:Cent above the standard 
of 2100 encounters per year established by BCHS and the NP prcx:luctivity of 
1869 is 11 percent below the standard. 
Analysis of NP and PA canbined Productivity. The BCHS standard of 2100 en­
counters per year per physician extender was obtained by first establishing 
a standard of 4200 for physicians and then assuming that the prcx:luctivity 
of physician extenders was half that of physicians. Both the physician 
productivity, 3786 encounters per physician per year, and the PE productivity, 
1991 encounters per PE per year, were sarewhat below standard. However, 
the PE productivity is 53 percent of the physician prcx:luctivity so the re­
sults here validate the assumption of PE prcx:luctivity equal to half that 
of physician productivity. 
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'L'he marginal productivity of PAs was 1220 and that of NPs was 809; 
the average for PAs and NPs together was 916. This last value is less 
than half the BCHS standard of 2100 encounters per PE per year. If productivity 
were the only consideration in employing physician extenders, the departure 
fran the standard is so great that i:t brings into question t.~e desirability 
of employing physician extenders in BCHS projects, at least in the manner 
in whi:ch they are now being used. There exists, apparently, the situation 
of a group of individials who are on the average working as ha:t:d as exPeCted, 
productivity trore than half that of physicians, yet their net contribution 
appears to be quite pcor because they seem to affect adversely the productivity 
of physicians. 
Discussion. No attanpt was made in this study to identify the causes of 
the apparent differences in productivity between NPs and PAs nor was any 
investigation made concerning the causes of the apparent decrease in physician 
productivity associated with employment of both PAs and NPs. It is recarrrended 
that additional study be undertaken in BCHS projects to identify the causes. 
'l11e low marginal productivities observed here, if validated by additional 
studies, have in'plications beyond employm:mt of physician extenders in 
BCHS projects. The increasing number of primary care physicians to be 
graduated fran nedical schools in the next decade in itself will likely 
force reconsideration of the policy of replacing physicians with physician 
extenders. I f this is coupled with adverse econanicjproductivity factors, 
the current Federal policy of subsidizing training of NPs and PAs ,nay cane 
under heavy pressure fran cost-conscious le:Jislators. 
The observed difference ~ productivity of PAs and NPs depends critically 
upon the asSllIl'ption that the number of enCOlmters is in fact a valid neasure 
for canparing the actual arrount of services delivered by NPs and PAs. It 
nay be, for exarrple, that NPs pI9Vide services to a different mix of patients 
or are assigned different functioraJ- respon.sibilities by physicians. Thus , 
they nay rightly be expending trore time per patient or perfonning useful 
\ 
duties which are not reflected in <:=aunts of encolmters. A najor objective 
of future studies could be to ascertain if the cbserved difference is real 
in teJ::ms of the arrount of direct Iredical services provided per hour of time 
devoted to direct tredical care. A second objective v.ould be to deteJ::mine 
whether the differences are consistent across variations in work settings. 
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The f~l product would be recannendations on policies ilo pursue in deploying 
PAs and NPs in PCHS projects. 
The apparent decrease in prociuctivity of physicians working with 
PAs or NPs depends critically upon the assumption that an encounter in a 
physician only project xreasures the sane arcount of rraiical services as a 
physician encotn1ter in a project with physician extenders. It rna.y be, for 
example, that PEs serve patients with less canplex disorders and, therefore, 
physicians aided by PEs rightfully SPend mJre time Per patient. On the 
other hand, the decrease in physician productivity rna.y be due to the need 
for the physician to spend time supel:Vising PEs or due to poor manage:nent 
in enploying PEs when there is an insufficient number of patients. The d:>jectives 
of future studies here, too, would be to validate the observed results and 
to provide recannendations concerning enployrrent of PEs in BCHS projects. 
Productivity Standards for Family Planning Encounters* 
The question addressed in this study was the applicability of the 
PCHS productivity standards (4200 encamters Per physician Per year and 
2100 encotn1ters Per physician· extender Per year) to family· planning programs. 
At present, these standards are applied across all PCHS programs. 
To answer the question, physician and nurse practitioner xreasures of 
productivity for two family planning programs, Titie V and Titie X, were 
<XIrq?ared with corresponding values for three general ambulatory care programs, 
Camnmity Health Center, Rural Health Initiative, and National Health Service 
Corps. within each group, only tinse grantees reporting both enCOlmter 
and staffing infonnation were. -included .'in the analysis. A few additional 
grantees were deleted because their data were considered to be outliers and 
not valid representations of either physician or nurse practitioner activities. 
The sample of providers was approximately 700 physicians and nearly 500 nurse 
practitioners working in over 300 sites. The rreasure of productivity was 
encounters Per full-tllre-equivalent provider. The values calculated fran 
the July-December data were doubled to place them on an annual basis. 
Findings. The results of this analysis are shown in Exhibit III-3. For 
physicians, the rreasure of productivity, encounters Per year Per full-time­
*Principal authors of this study, for HSA~PEL, were Isadore Enger and
 
Sue Bogner, Ph. D.
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EXHIBIT III-3: 
ENCOUNTERS PER YEAR PER FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT PHYSICIAN AND FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT
 
NURSE PRACTITIONERS IN BCHS PROGRAMS*
 
BCHS Program 
Physicians Nurse Practitioners 
Number of 
Grantees 
Number of 
ITE Phys. 
Encounters 
Per Phys. 
Number of 
Grantees 
Number of 
FTE NPs 
Encounter 
Per NP 
NHSC 
CHC 
RHI 
TOTAL 
67 
62 
43 
172 
102.0 
272.8 
87.8 
462.6 
3,334 
3,885 
3,475 
3,686 
19 
38 
19 
77 
20.3 
133.4 
34.0 
187.7 
1,923 
1,884 
1,812 
1,875 
Family Planning 
Title V 
Title X 
TOTAL 
19 
92 
111 
71.8 
159.1 
230.9 
5,808 
5,181 
5,376 
16 
81 
97 
138.3 
160.3 
298.6 
2,987 
2,903 
2,942 
*Ju1y-December 1977 data; the ratios of encounters to FTEs were doubled to place 
them on an annual basis. 
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e:;IUiV9lent physician, averaged 3686 for the three general nedical pro:::Jrams 
and 5376 for the two family planning programs; the family planning value 
is 46 Percent larger than the general rredical value. 'I'h= corresponding 
values for nurse practitioners were 1875 and 2942, a difference of 57 Per­
cent. These overall differences are based on such large sample sizes of 
physicians and nurse practitioners that the differences are highly 
statistically significant. In addition, the results are tmifonnly consistent 
across the pro:::Jrams and type of provider. The physician values for each 
of the three general m=dical programs are all considerably lower than the 
physician values for each of the family p1.aIm.ing programs. The nurse 
practitioner values also exhibit consistently large differences in the sarre 
directd:an. These results provide strong evidence that the values of the 
neasure of proo.uctivity are quite different for the two types of pro:::Jrams. 
The causes for the difference in provider productivity for the two 
types of programs were not investigated. Probably the IYDst likely source 
of the difference is that on the average a family planning "encotmter" simply 
takes less provider t..iltE than a general medical "encounter". Whatever 
the causes, it is felt that the difference is so large that continuation 
of the present policy of applying a tmifonn standard to the two types of 
encounters could lead to incorrect intel:pretations of the data. Theref~, 
it is recannended that different standards be established for family planning 
encot.U1ters than for other encounters. Further studies using the BCRR data 
are planned to provide further insight into program differences and ap­
propriateness of standards. 
S'lUDy OF REVENUE SOURCES OF BCHS GRANTEES* 
The purpose of this study was to provide a descriptive analysis of 
revenue sources of BCHS grantees by program. Investigation of such issues 
as the extent of total grantee revenues supplied by OCHS, and the extent of 
revenues received fran various third-Party payers is useful in providing 
insight into overall program operations and the role of particular programs. 
The study utilized data reported on BCRR Table 8, for the period July-December 1977. 
*Principal analyst on this study, for HSA-oPEL, was Mary Lesniak. 
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Sample selection and Methodol?,3Y 
Grantees of the follCMing programs were included in this study: mc, 
RHI, RURA, Migrant Health, Title x, and the four Title V Progects (Children 
and Youth, Maternal and Infant Care, Family Planning, and Dental Health). 
categorically funded NHSC sites were excluded fran this study since BCHS 
revenues relate only to support of direct persormel at these sites. Grantees 
were assigned to particular OCHS programs according to the classification 
schere discussed in Chapter II of this report. Grantee data were checked 
for accuracy by calculating the sum of revenues reported in Table 8 and 
a::mparing this figure with reported total revenue on the same tables. In 
several cases, discrepancies were found. If these discrepancies were a 
significant proportion of the total revenue, the grantee was anitted fran 
the analysis•. Certain adjustrrents were nade to reported data when, for 
exarrple, it was apparent that a grantee had recorded infonnation on the 
wrong line of the table. The number of adjustrr¥:mts was small canpared to 
the total number of grantees reporting, so that the adjustrr¥:mts did not 
result in large changes. The majority of grantees excluded fran the 
analysis were excluded because they did not canplete Table 8, rather than 
because they rep:>rted discrepant data. The percent of grantees included 
for each prcx:Jram is listed belCM, and should be considered in deteJ:mini.ng 
the generalizability of the results presented:': 
Program Rep:?rting Rate
 
eatmunity Health Centers 87%
 
Rural Health Initiative 51%
 
BORA 75%
 
Migrant Health 67%
 
Title X-Family Planning 86%
 
Title V-children and Youth 56%
 
Title V-Maternal and Infant
 
Care 54%
 
Title V-Family Planning 66%
 
Title V-Dental Health 52%
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'l1he study methcrlology involved calculation of the percent of total 
revenue received fran each revenue source reported on BCRR Table 8. In all 
cases, the figures used were actual am::>unts reported in the "cumulative 
year to date" oolUIm. Total BCHS revenue was defined as the Stnn of 
revenues received fran: Section 319 (Migrant Health) Grants, Section 330 
(Camumity Health Center) Grants,- Title V (Materrla1 and Child Health 
Program of Projects), Title X (Family Planning), Appalachian Health, and 
HURA Grants. Other Federal, as defined in the OCRR, includes Federal grants 
received fran sources other .than those previously listed, such as nxmies 
received fran WIC (Wanan, Infants and Children Program of the U•. S. 
Department of Agriculture), and CEm. (Cat'q?rehensive Th"ploym:mt and Training 
Act) • 
A separate parallel cEalysis was ~leted for grantees of each program 
included in this study. Percent of total revenues by source of revenue 
was carp.1ted by DHEW region and for all grantees in a program. Although 
the individual program analyses revealed sane regional differences worthy 
of further investigation, saIrq?le sizes were often quite snail for particular 
regions, and variations were difficult to interpret without additional in­
fonnation. Therefore, this report will present the overall findings by 
program, without any further consideration of regional differences. 
Findings and Discussion 
Exhibit III-4 sunmarizes the sources of revenue by BCHS program. 
Also displayed are the number of grantees and total revenue included for 
each program. This infonrationprovides an important reference point 
concerning the relative size of the various programs. The CHC program-
is large, both in tenns of number· of grantees in the sample and dollar 
am::>unt of revenue, while HtJRA and RIll programs are small in tenns of total 
revenues. The Title V projects represent- statewide grantees. It should 
be noted, hCMever, that especially in the case of Title V Family .Planning, state­
wide grantees do not necessarily opeL:ate as statewide projects due to a 
multi-tiered grant structure. 
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EXlIlBIT 1II-4 
SOURCES OF REVENUE "BY BCIIS PROGRAM (IN PERCENTAGES) 
. (SOURCE OF DATA: BCRR REPORTS FOR JULY-DECEMBER 1977) 
,j:lo 
W 
PROGRAM 
TITLE V 
ALL CHC RHI HURA MIGRANT TITLE X C&Y mc FP DH 
NUHBER OF GRANTEES INCLUDED 
-
128 98 87 40 143 31 30 36 28 
-­
TOTAL REVENUE FOR GRANTEES 
INCLUDED ($MILLIONS) 639 272 33 30 66 103 43 26 63 3 
SECTION 3I9-MIGRANT 8.7 1 15 2 70 it 1 
- -
17 
SECTION 330 - CI~ 24.6 53 33 1 3 
-
1 
-
it 5 
TITLE V 5.3 it it 1 it 3 36 33 8 29 
TlTLEX 12.1 it 1 
-
it 50 it 2 39 
-
APPALACHIAN IIEALTH it 
-
it 
- - - - - -
-
IIURA 1.0 
-
it 22 - - - - - -
TOTAL BClIS-SUBTOTAL 1/ 51.6 54 49 25 74 53 38 36 48 50 
OTHER FEDERAL 5.7 3 12 15 3 1 15 28 5 5 
STATE 4.1 5 2 2 3 2 3 7 5 30 
LOCAL 3.0 3 it 11 1 2 5 3 3 1 
MEDICARE 1.3 2 2 2 2 it it 
- -
it 
MEDICAID 11.0 15 3 9 6 5 23 9 7 6 
TITLE XX 4.3 it 1 1 it 17 it it 13 it 
THIRD PARTY AND PRIVATE INSURANCE 3.6 6 4 5 2 1 2 1 1 1 
PATIENT FEES 5.9 5 17 15 4 7 1 it 6 2 
IN-KIND 4.8 2 3 2 4 8 6 16 10 4 
-­
OTIIER 4.5 5 6 12 2 5 5 it 2 1 
- -
TOTAL 1/ 99.9 100 99 100 100 101 98 99 99 101 
-­
1/ HAY NOT TOTAL EXACTLY DUE TO ROUNDING. 
* LESS TI~N 0.5% BUT NOT ZERO. 
Pp shCMIl in the first column of Exhibit 111-4, for all programs, 
a::HS funds acCO\llltecl for 51.6 percent of total grantee revenues. This 
figure varied fran a high of 74 PerCent in the Migrant Health program to 
a low of 25 percent in the HURA program, with rrost programs receiving close 
to 50 percent of their revenues fran BCHS. After a::HS revenues, Medicaid 
provided the next greatest percentage of revenues, with an overall average 
of 11%. However, proportion of revenues obtained fran Medicaid varied 
considerably across programs. CHCs and CandY projects received 15 per­
cent and 23 percent of revenues, reSPectively, fran M::dicaid, while all other 
____ . __programs received less than 10 percent. Although analysis o.f the reasons 
for these differences is beyorrl' the scope of this study, it should be 
pointed out that the CHC sites in this sanq;>le are predaninantly large and 
urban and Medica;i.d, coverage tends to be greater in urban areas. 
Patient fees accounted for 5.9 percent of revenues for all of the 
programs, again with individual prcgram percentages varying considerably. 
Mcst notavorthy is the high proportion of patient fees for the two 
specifically rural programs, RHI (17 percent of revenues fran patient 
fees) and HURA (15 percent). Both of these programs serve populations 
distinguished by the problan of geographic accessibility to health services 
and not necessarily financial barriers to d::>taining care. 
Adding BCHS, other Federal, state, and local revenues, overall the 
programs studied received 64.6 percent of revenues directly fran govenm:nt 
sources. This ranged fran a high of 81 percent for Migrant Health Programs 
to a low of 53 PerCent for HtJRA programs. 
Finally, looking at the programs individually, it becanes apparent 
that in tenns of revenue sources and arcounts, there are basic differences 
in the funding structure of certain BCHS programs. For example, family 
planning programs, whether Title V or Title X grantees, receive IIOSt of 
their revenue fran Titie X and Titie XX, which does not support other 
direct health services. Similarly, the Title V programs as a group 
present a revenue structure which is distinct fran the other BCHS programs. 
In surcroary, this study presents SCIre preliminary observations concerning 
the sources of revenues of BCHS programs. Major findings conCeI:l1 the 
proportion of revenues provided by BCHS,. t-1edicaid, and patient fees; the 
overall proportion of fimds received fran government sources; and the unique 
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aspects of family planning grantees and the Maternal and Child Health 
I 
Program of projects. The purpose of this stuiy was not to present oon­
elusions, for this study is of a descriptive, preliminary nature. Rather, 
the goal has been to suggest areas of further inquiry, such as factors 
affecting Medicaid rei.mbursem=nt at various BCHS programs; differences in 
revenue structure and financial support between urban and rural programs; 
and the need for nore in-depth analysis of the Titie V program. The 
flindings of these and other similar studies should have important policy 
inlplications for BCHS, since they may suggest alternative resource allocation 
strategies which maximize the objectives of BCHS programs. 
SIUDY OF COST PER.ENOXlNI'ER m FOOR BCHS PF(X;RAMS 
Although BCHS has suggested a cost per encounter indicator in its 
"User's Guide to the PCRR," no standard or acceptable range has been es­
tablished for this indicator. The purpose of this study was to add to the 
base of infOJ:Ination and analytical experience r~uisite to the establishment 
of a reasonable standard or set of standards for cost per encounter. 
specifically, this study considered several measures of cost per encotmter· 
canpared one ItEaSUre of cost per encamter across programs and by 
geographic location; and carpared current findings to those of a previous 
study. Data analyzed were obtained fran Tables 2A and 6 of the PCRR, for 
the period July-Decanber 1977. 
Sample Selection and Methodology 
Four prc::xJrams were included in this study: CHC, RHI, Migrant Health, 
and National Health service Corps (NHSC). A1though~each of these programs 
is unique, they were selected in part because they are rrore likely to yield 
canparable definitions of cost per encOlmter than, for exazrq;>le, hare health 
grantees or family planning grantees. 
Grantees were selected by program, using the rm.l'tually exclusive 
classification discussed earlier. vlithin each group, only those grantees 
reporting roth encounter (Table 2A) and cost (Table 6) infonnation were 
included in the analysis. A sma.ll number of additional grantees were ex­
cluded because their data were considered to be "outliers," resulting in 
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either; extrarely high or extremely lew cost per enrounter figures. 
Response rates (percent of that pI'CX}ram' s total grantees included in the 
analysis) for each program were as follows: 
85%
•	 CHC 
50%
•	 RHI 
•	 Migrant 68%
 
36%

•	 NHSC 
Three neasures of cost per eneotmter were calculated: 
•	 Medical Cost;Medical Encounter 
T6LOllI/I'2AID4A - Total nelical costs after distribution divided 
by total nelica.l encounters (incltrles phy.sicians and mid-level 
practitioners) • 
•	 Total Cost/I'otal EnCOm'rters 
T6L12H/I'2AL04D - Total costs after distribution divided by total 
encounters (nelical, dental, and other health) • 
•	 Health care Cost/Eneotmter 
T6ID1..H+ T6L02H+ T6L03H+ T6W4H+ T6ID7H/I'2AID4A+ T2AL04C - Total of 
medical, laboratory, x-ray, phaDnacy, and other health care costs 
_after disti:ibu~-diVidea by total medical am. other" health 
encounters (excltrles dental) • 
The first measure is the indicator suggested by PCHS, and is ccxrparable 
to the zreasure used in a previous study sp::msored by HSA-oPEL, Canparative 
Cost and Financial Analysis of Ambulatory care Providers*. The second zrea.sure 
includes all cost categories and all encounters, and the third treasure was 
constructed to reflect the rrore carprehensive nature of medical encounters 
in PCHS programs. For each measure, the rre.an and standard deviation was 
canputed for each OCHS pro qram stulied. In order to consider the effect 
of size on each of these measures, a correlation matrix shewing the relation­
ship between number of medical encO\mters (a proxy for size) and cost per 
enrounter was canputed for each program; grantees of each program were also 
grouped by size and the cost per encounter measures canputed for the resulting 
subgroups. 
*Heaton, Harley L., Rhcdes, John H. I Pindus, Nancy M. I and Dobson,
 
Allen (1976). c~ative COst and Financial Analysis of Ambula:torY care
 
Providers. Final RePort, Contract No. HSA-I05-74-68, Report No. HF-555 ,
 
GeatEt, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD.
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F,inally, one measure, health care cost per encounter, was selected 
far further analysis. Using this rreasure, a weighted average cost per 
encounter was COTq?Uted for each program, and by geographic location for 
grantees in each program. Since using the 10 DHE.W Regions resulted in ex­
trE!'le1.y small sarrple sizes in sane instances, regions were canbined for 
this analysis as follCMS: 
• Northeast (DHE.W Regions I and II) 
• Mid-Atlantic (DHE.W Region III) 
• Southeast (DHEW Region IV) 
• central (DHEW Regions V and VII) 
• Mountain/Southwest (DHEW Regions VI and VIII) 
• West (DHEW Regions IX and X) 
Fi.ndings Concerning Measures of Cost per EnCOlmter 
The analysis of the various definitions of cost per encounter indicated 
that the three Ireasures selected behaved similarly when c:crrpared by program 
type or size of grantee. The correlation matrix indicated that all three 
rreasures for all programs sttJdied, were negatively correlated whth size, 
nean.ing that as a project increases in size, its cost per encounter can be 
expected to decrease. The high positive correction among the three cost 
per encamter rreasures supports the finding that they represented indicators 
of the same aspects of project operations. 
Based on these findings it was decided that only one of the cost per 
encounter nea.sures would be utilized in further analyses for this study. 
There were several reasons for choosing health care cost per encounter 
for this prupose. First, this measure corresponds rrore closely with the 
type of medical encounter provided in a CCIrlprehensive clinic setting, 
where an encounter generally includes ancillary services and often involves 
health providers other than physicians. Although this measure is not directly 
ccmparable to physician fees in the private sector, it is believed that 
it is a rrore realistic measure for plamring purposes in BCHS programs. 
Secondly, because the health care cost per encounter rreasure aggregates 
several closely related cost categoriesfit reduces the problem of canpa.ring 
costs between grantees with differing accounting systans. 
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'nle first measure, medical cost per roodical encoun~ has the 
advantage of being simple to calculate. It is probably well suited as an 
easily canputed indicator \<IDi.ch an individual grantee can use for self­
rronitoring. HcMever, to the extent that it excludes costs which may be 
incurred in actual medical encounters, it may yield an unrealistically lew 
cost per encounter figure. Havever, this Ireasure does allew canparison of 
our findings with those of the previously cited ambulatory care study. 
The findings of that study, particularly for Neighborhocrl Health Centers, 
made use of the best data available at that time. Thus, a canparisOn of 
those results with results utilizing OCRR data is in orner. 
Total cost per total encounter~was not considered -a- veryusefill." 
rreasure because it added rrany non-rnedi.cal costs to the numerator, while 
adding very fEM additional encounters to the denaninator. HcMever, other 
indicators relating medical costs to total costs, and analyzing costs of 
various "canprehensive" services (e.g. cannuni.ty service, environrrental, 
pa.tient transportation) are likely candidates for future studies. 
Findings concerning Health Care Cost Per Encounter 
Exhibit III-5 presents the findings of the analysis of health care 
cost Per encounter by program and by geographic location. In interpreting 
these results, it is important to note the number of grantees included in 
each cell of the table. The small number of RHI grantees in the Northeast 
and the small number of migrant health grantees in the Mid-Atlantic region, 
for example, result in cost Per encounter figures which cannot be considered 
representative. 
overall, the health care cost Per encounter in the four ro1S programs 
studied was $29.02. The lavest cost ocurred in NHSC sites, where the 
ftmctional cost Per m::rlical encounter was $19.28. The highest cost was 
found at COCs, where the functional cost per m::rlical encounter was $32.32. 
It should be noted that COC's are predaninantly urban, and projects in 
urban areas generally have higher costs. For all programs, the highest 
costs per encounter ocurred in the Mid-Atlantic and Western regions. The 
cost per encounter for RHI and NHSC grantees was fairly stable across 
regions, while CHC and Migrant Health grantees exhibited. wide variations 
in cost per encounter by region. It is beyond the scope of this study to 
analyze the reasons for these differences. HcMever, several areas for 
further analysis of factors affecting cost per encounter are suggested by 
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EXIIIBIT II1-5 
IlEALTII CARE COST l't:R ENCOUNTt:R FOR FOUR BCIIS PROGRAM, BY Gt:OCRAPIIIC REGION 
(Source: BCRR data July-Dec. 1978) 
NORTIIEAST HID-ATLANTIC SOUTHEAST CENTRAL HOUNTAIN/SOUTIlWt:ST WEST 
.._- . 
---..-
.._---..- - - --, ,-._----- ---, ,------.- - ------ ..-
- --- --------- -- - ---, "'------ ..- --. ­"'~~.& __ .­ , 
CIIC 
~umber of Grantees 
Included n • 127 n • 33 n • 19 n • 24 
Number of Encounters 
Included 136,845 25,274 9,623 20,236 
lIea1th Care Cost per 
Encounter $32.32 $35.02 $38.12 $34.93 
Rill 
Number of Grantees 
Included n· 98 n • 6 n • 22 n • 28 
Number of Encounters 
Included 32,211 4,877 3,392 3,932 
lIealth Care Cost per 
Encounter $22.21 $23.15 $23.64 $19.40 
IIIGRANT 
Number of Grantees 
Included n • 69 n • 8 n • 2 n • 15 
NumLer of Encounters 
Included 47,372 10,066 4.687 11,051 
Ilealth Care Cost per 
Encounter $27.68 $26.46 $48.14 $22.80 
NIISC 
Number of Grantees 
Included n • 104 n • 5 n • 12 n • 19 
Number of Encounters 
Included 15,969 4,372 2,148 2,717 
Health Csre Cost per 
Encounter $19.28 $14.94 $20.15 $20.77 
TOTAL 
Number of Grantees 
Included n • 398 n • 52 n a 55 . n • 86 
Number of Encounters 
Inel uded 232,399 44,588 19,850 37,936 
Ilealth Care Cost per 
Encounter $29.02 $29.82 $36.06 $28.78 
n • 16 
25,238 
$32.10 
n • 19 
4,047 
~ $22.26 
\0 
n • 14 
7,409 
$21. 52 
n • 23 
2,390 
·, 
f $18.92 
n • 72 
39,084 
$28.27 
- .. , 
n· 11 n • 24 
40,892 15,583 
$24.68 $40.51 
n • 18 n • 15 
10,358 5,607 
$21.70 $23.40 
n • 18 n = 12 
4,566 9,593 
$25.75 $30.25 
n • 29 n • 16 
1,667 2,675 
$24.40 $21.27 
n - 76 n - 57 
57,483 33,458 
$24.22 $33.16 
-_. 
this ~tudy. These include urban/rural differences, differences relating 
. to program stI:ucture (e.g. NHSC practices vs. CHC project organization) and 
size of grantee. 
Canparison of Medical Cost Per Medical Encounter to Previous Findings 
In the previously cited ambulatory care study, "fmlctional cost per 
madical encounter," which is carp3rable to medical oost per medical 
encounter as defined in this study was calculated for sane 13 ambulatory 
care provider types. Of the ECHS providers mcluded in this study, 
Neighborhocrl Health Centers (NHCs) and National Health Service Corps (NHSC) 
sites were considered to have the best data available at that ti1re for 
calculation of a reliable oost per encounter figure. The findings of that 
study were adjusted to calendar year 1977 levels using the tredical care 
canponent of the CPI and are shown. belcw: 
"FUNCTI~ cosr PER MEDICAL ENCOUNTER" 
GECl>1ET.1974 ADJUSTED TO 1977 ­
NHCs - Overall 19.68 26.61 
NHCs - Urban 20.00 27.04 
NHCs - Rural 17.31 23.40 
NHSC - Overall 17.01 22.99 
The sample of CHCs used in the present study is rrost similar to the 
NH~-Urban category of the· previous study, and the cost per encounter of 
$32.22 using 1977 OCRR data sh:>uld therefore be carp3red to the $27.04 
adjusted figure. This canparisan indicates that the CHC cost per encounter 
has risen slightly nore than ~d be expected by sinJply inflating the 
previous findings. However, the two figures ($27.04 and $32.22) are 
certainly within the expected range of variation due to differences in 
the data, etc. RHIs are nost similar to the NHC-Rural group and the cost 
per enCOlIDter of $22.21 is quite close to the $23.40 obtained by inflating 
the findings of the earlier study. NHSC cost per encounter ($19.20) was 
slightly laver than the oost which would be estimated by inflating the 
findings of the Gearet study. The nost important finding of this carq:;arison 
is that the differences between the present findings using BCRR data and the 
oosts which WJuld be estimated by inflating the findings of the eartier Geanet 
study are well within the expected range of variation. 
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CHAPTER IV
 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
 
FINDINGS AND CONCWSIONS 
This chapter surrmarizes the findings and conclusions of this study. 
The study had several canponents whose overall purpose was to provide a 
descriptive picture of the BCRR and its potential evaluative uses, as 
well as to carry out sane SPeCific analyses using OCRR data. Findings are 
presented concerning data quality and utility of the BCRR and reccrcmaildations 
for further analysis are discussed. 
DATA QUALITY AND UTILITY OF THE BCRR 
During the course of this study, BIAS obtained an in-depth view of 
the BCRR system and examined the data collected in a detailed marmer. 
our perspective throughout the study has been that of researchers concerned 
with the ability of the systen to provide data suitable for statistical 
analyses which produce reliable results of relevance to government decision 
makers. 
Our findings in tfris study indicate that the BCRR Provides a wealth 
of infonnatian, of good quality, for evaluating OCHS programs, both within 
and across programs. Although each BCHS program has unique qualities, 
the fact that data are collected in a unifonn manner across programs 
actually facilitates identification of differences between programs and 
allCMS for the develq;::m:m.t of program or region-sPeCific standards as needed. 
Problans of incanplete reporting do exist. However, as the studies 
presented in Chapter III indicate, the sample sizes available for analysis 
are considerably larger than those available for studies SPOI1SOred by 
HSA-oPEL prior to implementation of the BCRR. 
Several limitations of the system were noted in our study: 
• A data management system, such as that developed. urrler this contract, 
is needed to facilitate analysis of the BCRR data• 
•	 Although the Division of Monitoring and Analysis perfonns general 
edits of data sUbnitted, detailed exami.nil.tion of the data and further 
editing is required for any sample selected for SPeCific analyses. 
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I 
A knavledge of the BCHS programs, and often consultation with 
appropriate lISA staff with program experience, is required to 
develop rreani.ngful study designs and realistic interpretation of 
results. 
•	 categorization of grantees by program is a problem, particularly 
for RHI and HURA grantees. 
•	 certa:in tables, for exaIrq?le Table 3, are rrore error-prone due to 
the quantity of data requested; and certain grantees require 
additional technical assistance to canplete the BCRR fonns accurately. 
£are of these limitations, such as the data management needs and 
classification of grantees, were addressed in this study and have been 
discussed in preceeding chapters. other problems have beo-n addressed by 
BCHS and have resulted in changes, such as a siroplication of Table 3 and 
clarification of certain definitions in the January 1978 revision of the 
BCRR. It is recc::ntrelded that this dynamic, responsive philosophy to. im­
proving the BCRR systen, as well as the teclmical assistance provided to 
grantees, be continued by lISA. 
ROCCM1ENDATIONS FOR FURl'HER STUDY 
Chapter III discussed studies and findings concerning productivity 
of physicians and physician extenders, revenue sources, and cost per 
encounter measures. As is often the case with preliminary studies, the 
findings'rai.se-rrore questions than answers. In addition to extending the 
studies presented to additional BCHS programs, a number of other issues 
are suggeste:l. for investigation. To a large extent, these studies can 
be conducted with data available in the BCRR for 1977 and 1978 • 
•	 Influence of Ex~enous Factors Upon Pr~ In:li.cators. The 
studies presented in this report zrentioned several exogenous 
factors which were likely to have caused differences in findings 
across programs or grantees, such as urban/rural location, geographic 
location, and size of grantee. These issues, which have been addressed 
in earlier studies, * should be pursued in order to develop appropriate 
*see, for example, Isadore Enger and Brian Balicki. Influence of Exogenous 
Factors !JP?n Ccmm.mity Health Center Program Indicators. Paper presented at 
the Annual Meeting of the Arrerican PUblic Health Association, OCtober 1977, 
Washington, oc. 
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• standards for program indicators and to ascertain the need for
 
varying standards for particular programs or regions.
 
•	 Further Study of Cost per Encounter - An expansion of the cost 
per encounter study discussed in this report, with an examination 
of exogenous variables affecting cost per encounter, is needed in 
order to develop a set or sets of cost standards suitable for 
evaluating grantees. The current state-of-the-art in this area is 
sufficient for self-nonitoring of individual grantees but requires 
further investigation before such standards can be rationally 
applied for decision;naking at a policy level. 
•	 Tine-trend studies - The continuing availability of BCRR data 
provides the opportuni.ty for treasuring changes in productivity 
and costs over ~, and adds a valuable dimension to program 
evaluation• 
•	 specific studies of the Maternal and Child Health Program of 
Projects, - OUr analyses in this study have repeate:lly encountered 
the unique structure of the program of projects and the 
difficulty in distinguishing between statewide programs and other 
BCHS grantees. Further study is recamended concerning the utility 
of statewide reports in the BCRR and the develq:ment of separate 
indicators and/or standards for such projects. 
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS 
AND 
ACRONYMS USED IN THIS REPORT 
Abbreviation/ 
Acronym 
HSA-OPEL 
BCHS 
NIAS 
BCRR 
CHC 
RHI 
HURA 
NHSC 
NHC 
TITLE X 
TITLE V 
C and Y 
MIC 
PE 
PA 
NP 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Meaning
 
Health Services Administration
 
Office of Policy, Evaluation and 
Legislation 
Bureau of Community Health Services 
National Institute for Advanced Studies 
BCHS Common Reporting Requirements 
Community Health Center 
(Section 330 of the Public Health Service 
Act) 
Rural Health Initiative 
Health Underserved Rural Area (Section 
1110 of Title XIX: of the Social Security 
Act) 
National Health Service Corps 
Neighborhood Health Center 
Title X of the Public Health Service Act 
which is the authorizing legislation 
for grants made through the Family 
Planning Program 
Title V of the Social Security Act, 
part of which is the authorizing 1egis1ati( 
for grants made through the Maternal 
and Child Health's Program of Projects 
Children and Youth Projects
 
Maternal and Infant Care Projects
 
Physician extender
 
Physician assistant
 
Nurse Practitioner
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